ETHICA’S
CIRCULAR DESIGN
APPROACH

Regenerative growth and
products for a better world

Do you want to make your
business carbon-neutral
and circular?
A systemic change in which companies and society are moving
to a carbon-neutral circular economy is already under way.
Circular design is a strategic R&D approach and belongs to the
management team of the company.
Three cornerstones of circular design approach are:

Did you know that...
80% of all product-related environmental impacts are determined during the design phase of a product.
(European Comission)

Manufacturing firms in the EU spend on average about 40%
on materials? This means that closed loop models can
increase their profitability, while sheltering them from
resource price fluctuations.
(European Green Deal)

The EU will double its circular material use within the next
10 years. (European Green Deal)

1) product and system design
2) circular business development
3) customer experience and branding

Benefits of Circular Design

Business
development

• Focuses on new business opportunities & identifies new
customer needs
• Provides novel tools for product & service innovations
• Offers a holistic system level approach for designing products & services

Customer
experience

Product &
system design

• Is an important enabler of carbon-neutral business
• Strengthens the company's position as a future-oriented
circular business

Ethica’s Circular Design Approach

Ethica’s unique circular design process combines product and system level development.

At system level we work with you & your collaboration partners to create the supporting systems which
enable successful transition towards circularity. At product level we work together with your R&D and
design teams to develop low-carbon, circular products.

System level

Assessment of full circularity

Design Strategies
for
Longevity
Maintainability
Reparability
Compatibility
Upgradability
Disassembly
Recyclability

Solutions for
Circular ecosystems
Circular materials
Healthy & clean
production
End-of-use strategies
Reverse logistics
Circular narrative
Social engagement

1. DISCOVER

2. DEFINE

Synthesis Phase

Research Phase

Researching global trends,
business & user needs
Discovering circular
growth potential

AFTER USE

USE
STRATEGY/
R&D
BUSINESS MODEL
AND MARKETING

4. DELIVER

Implementation Phase

Prototyping and testing
product & system circularity
Marketing messages

‘WHAT NEXT?’

LOGISTICS

MATERIALS

MANUFACTURING

PRODUCT

Product level

Framing challenges and
circular business opportunities
across the value chain
Synthesising findings into circular
design framework & vision
EcoDesign Sprint

Assessment of product’s potential

3. DEVELOP

Ideation Phase

Creating circular concept
solutions
Product circularity features
Circular customer relationship
& experience

Our References

Our Services
Circular Design

R&D process for product & system level development
Finnish Design Shop is the world’s largest online store specialising in Nordic
design. As an official dealer of over 190 design brands shipping to over 180
countries, Finnish Design Shop manages vast material flows. The company
wanted to strengthen their competitive edge and brand through truly sustainable business solutions. As a result of the project, Finnish Design Shop got
a new, unique vision for the company: “closing the loop of all products by
2025”. As one of the first steps, the company has launched Franckly online
platform, which sells curated, pre-owned design items across the world.

Ethica’s circular design is a comprehensive process for designing truly circular products that create lasting benefits for your customers and for your
business. We work together with your R&D and design teams to develop and
bring to market new circular low-carbon products and services. With our
unique circular design expertise and methods, we can help you become the
sustainable market leader in your sector.

Circular Design Sprint

The Strategic tool for circular business development
The Circular Design Sprint is a unique business development and acceleration programme:

Ecotelligent designs and manufactures wooden, low-carbon 5G antenna
towers. Ethica worked with Ecotelligent to develop their design approach and
identify new business opportunities.
As a result, Ecotelligent got a system level map of environmental impact,
circular design and business potential of their product across different stages
of the lifecycle. The project strengthens the company’s position in the EU
marketplace, which is highly competitive with a growing demand on low-carbon and circular product innovations.

EcoDesign Sprint is an intensive and strategic programme, which identifies
new circular business opportunities and provides a rapid product/service
development process furthering the company’s strategic goals. Together with
Design Forum Finland Ethica has developed the Sprint programme, and to
date facilitated Sprints in Finland, Sweden, Estonia and Russia. The participating companies range from construction to packaging, outdoor and indoor
furniture, food, clothing, and camping equipment.

it is a combination of innovation, practical training and product and service
development through circular economy thinking and design methods. It is
a strategic and hands-on tool for companies at all sectors, bringing together
a multidisciplinary team of experts to work with the client company’s needs
and discover novel circular business opportunities.

Cradle to Cradle™

The Strategic framerwork for circular product development
The Cradle to Cradle Certified™ products programme is a science-based
standard for making quality products that are safe and truly circular.
Cradle to Cradle certified products are internationally recognised as the
front-runners in circular economy. We help you lead the way by evaluating
and optimising your product and production processes, and getting your
product certified with this most respected and ambitious circular economy
certificate.
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